




























STEP 1...
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Enter Your Name & Email And Get Your Ticket To The Health Business Growth Conference 













SECURE YOUR TICKET
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SUPER EARLY BIRD TICKETS ON SALE NOW!




















Stop being the best kept secret 




Are you frustrated seeing other practitioners crushing it online who don’t have your expertise, qualifications, or experience while you continue to struggle?





























HEALTH BUSINESS GROWTH CONFERENCE REPLAY




UNLOCK 3 POWERFUL DAYS OF TRAINING!





GET INSTANT ACCESS
LIMITED TIME REPLAY UNTIL APRIL 7th





"Want a high-impact, high-revenue health and wellness business?  It all comes down to traffic." 

- JJ Virgin








































Let us help you double, triple or even 10x your audience in just three value-packed days, where you will learn from experts who are in the trenches and will share precise strategies that are changing the game! 





During this replay you will learn how to:













	
Uncover the steps to precisely attract your IDEAL clients.


	
Smoothly transition them from followers and fans to engaged, paying customers.


	
Deep dive on the best online promotional strategies from social to podcasts to paid ads and more.


	
Discover the BEST list building opportunities to get engaged and empowered clients & customers.


	
How to leverage your time through tech, tools and team, 
	
Learn the proven 7-Step Blueprint to build and grow your audience.


	
How to use AI to make it all easier! 








GET INSTANT ACCESS
LIMITED TIME REPLAY UNTIL APRIL 7th
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YOUR HOSTS
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JJ Virgin




FounderMindshare Collaborative
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Tim Organ




CEOMindshare Collaborative
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Lauren Powers




Business Coach and Partner Microsite Health






























YOUR 2024 SPEAKER LINEUP
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MIKE KOENIGS




What you will learn:




Learn how to leverage AI to quickly create your perfect lead magnet.
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DEAN JACKSON




What you will learn:





Discover a masterful technique for turning your audience into clients and understand why a 12-month-old list can be your most valuable asset in your business.
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NAT KRINGOUDIS





What you will learn:





Discover the crucial element that makes social media effective for you and establishes you as an expert (and you don't have to film dancing videos to do it). Learn how to differentiate yourself while maintaining consistency and credibility.
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MIKE KIM




What you will learn:





How to strike the perfect balance between informative content and promotional offers in an email nurture sequence - it's possible to successfully pitch an offer in each email when executed correctly.
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LAUREN POWERS




What you will learn:




Learn the essential stage your business should be at before running ads to ensure you don't waste money.  You'll also learn secret ad strategies that marketing agencies don't want you to know.
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SACHIN PATEL




What you will learn:





How to achieve a huge conversion rate from a discovery call to enrollment in your

high-ticket program.
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HEATHER PAULSON




What you will learn:




How to conduct a discovery call that turns leads into clients without giving off an uncomfortable salesperson vibe.
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Dr. Alan Christianson




What you will learn:




Discover an easy-to-implement strategy that can transform your audience into customers and how it can rapidly generate a six-figure income stream.

















GET INSTANT ACCESS
LIMITED TIME REPLAY UNTIL APRIL 7th




Get the formula, system and strategy to build a large, loyal and engaged audience.























A 3-Day Virtual Event exclusively designed to help Health Business owners define, attract, nurture and GROW a large audience of engaged and loyal followers.






At the Health Business Growth Conference, you will:






	
Work with the A-List of industry-leading strategists on everything from copy to social to AI and Ads - from attracting to nurturing to next-level sales conversion
	
Receive Specialized Training to Address Your Most Pressing Challenges


	
Collaborate and Network with Health Professionals Like You Who've Successfully Scaled Their Business and Income, While Reducing Their Work Time!










Whether you’re just starting or scaling to 10x in 2024, you need a PROVEN PATH to attract your ideal clients and smoothly transition them from followers to engaged, paying customers.







GET INSTANT ACCESS
LIMITED TIME REPLAY UNTIL APRIL 7th
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DEEP DIVE ON LITTLE KNOWN STRATEGIES that simplify how your audience finds YOU.
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HARNESS the power of the most advanced group of strategists, coaches and health practitioners in the world who want to help YOU elevate your impact (and income).
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LEARN a specific blueprint to maximize sustainable and successful outcomes.
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DISCOVER multiple pathways to identify, attract and engage your most inspired followers and inspire them to become clients and customers.
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MASTER proven templates and tools to transform your outreach to peers to work cooperatively, not competitively.
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TAP INTO THE POWER of the most powerful and respected leaders in health and wellness.






















MORE REASONS TO ATTEND THE 
HEALTH BUSINESS GROWTH CONFERENCE






















































Dr. Cleopatra Kamperveen




Associate Professor, University Southern California




"I cannot say enough about my experiences in the Mindshare Community. It has been upleveling endlessly in every way, in my company and in my life. This year we served nearly 10 times the number of people we served in the year before because of the strategy built alongside the incredible mentorship in Mindshare and the amazing relationships, it is an honor, privilege and blessing to be among you and to learn from you."
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Rachel Varga




BScN, RN, Board-Certified Aesthetic Nurse Specialist




"Mindshare is a very special community that has changed my life and how I help others. I’m grateful for each and everyone of you and to JJ for her leadership. We will always learn, adapt and evolve. … This community is very special and I’m so blessed to be on this journey with so many of you."













Dr. TK Huynh




Doctor of Pharmacy, Functional Energy Medicine Expert, Founder, Mind Body Matrix




"Mindshare has to do with family. When you’re an entrepreneur, it’s a different environment, a different vibration, a different frequency, a different mindset, and this is what the Mindshare provides. The connection to your colleagues, other people who think alike, who have the same goals, supporting each other, even beyond what happens at home, always connected."
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GET INSTANT ACCESS
LIMITED TIME REPLAY UNTIL APRIL 7th

















































Your ideal clients are out there waiting for you. 

You just need to know how to reach them.








At The Health Business Growth Conference, you’ll get the exclusive opportunity to:







	
Learn from Practitioners like you who've used these strategies to dramatically increase their following, list and income.
	
Shorten your learning curve and implement “what’s working now” systems from the smartest, savviest industry experts.


	
Get a proven and repeatable blueprint to reach and grow an audience of loyal, super-engaged fans who are willing to invest in their health and well being! 


























HEALTH BUSINESS GROWTH





CONFERENCE














GET INSTANT ACCESS TO THE REPLAY




ACCESS THE RECORDINGS UNTIL APRIL 7th




	
3 Days of sessions packed with actionable information to use immediately.


	
Conference Worksheets & Resources (PDF).







$497




$97





GET INSTANT ACCESS
LIMITED TIME REPLAY UNTIL APRIL 7th
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*Our 10x Guarantee





Attend the entire Health 
Business Growth Conference,





including the bonus workshops. Network, learn, play, recharge, be inspired and get coached by the industry’s most respected strategic advisors.













IF YOU DON’T FEEL THIS WAS WORTH 10X THE PRICE,




tell us, and we’ll refund your entire fee, no questions asked.







We take 100% of the risk. You keep the conference materials and relationships you’ll form while attending. There’s nothing to lose, only new relationships and a more enjoyable, more profitable business to gain.






Read below to hear what just a few of our delighted members have to 

say about Mindshare Events.













































FAQ















WHAT TIME ZONE ARE THE SCHEDULE TIMES LISTED?




All Times shown on this website are USA Pacific (GMT +7) time.











ARE THE TICKETS REFUNDABLE?


Yes. If you attend the the event, and don’t feel you received 10X the value, simply request a refund via email to Support@Mindshare365.com.









ARE THE TICKETS TRANSFERRABLE?


Yes. Contact Support@Mindshare365.com if you would like to transfer your ticket.





















What are people saying?
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Dr. Beverly Yates





Naturopathic Doctor, Developer of the Yates Protocol for Diabetes






"I’ve been able to get that messaging, that lift experience on the digital page for the people that I serve and put forward what they need to see to say yes, we’re a match! I feel this has been the Holy Grail, the thing that has been missing. For me personally, and the people that I serve, this is beyond my expectation of what you would deliver. " 















Dr. Vincent Pedre




Board-Certified Internist, Celebrity Health Expert




"What I’ve learned through this wonderful network of people is how to expand my business, grow my brand, and grow my presence. I’ve tripled my list size, and I’ve gotten requests to give speaking engagements and interviews, and all of this has been through this wonderful network of people, and the camaraderie that has developed out of this experience."
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Dipa Chauhan-Patel





Board-Certified Registered Pharmacist and Certified 
Functional Medicine Provider





"Thank you JJ for an amazing weekend! Truly grateful to be a part of this community. Such a pleasure to connect with everyone and go deeper with many of you."














GET INSTANT ACCESS
LIMITED TIME REPLAY UNTIL APRIL 7th
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Elevate Your Business AND your Impact




Join us at the Health Business Growth Conference 2024 and crack the code to building a large, loyal and engaged audience for your Healthcare business.





GET INSTANT ACCESS
LIMITED TIME REPLAY UNTIL APRIL 7th
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NOTE: This Site is for healthcare professionals only, and is not intended to provide diagnosis, treatment or medical advice. This is not a business opportunity. No income opportunity is being presented in this web-class. You are registering for training to assist you in getting clients for your existing healthcare business.

 

DISCLAIMER: The sales figures and results discussed on this page and our call are our personal results and in some cases the sales figures and results of previous or existing clients. Please understand these results are not typical. We’re not implying you’ll duplicate them (or do anything for that matter). The average person who watches “how to” information webinars or books calls get little to no results. We’re using these references for example purposes only. Your results will vary and depend on many factors including but not limited to your background, experience, and work ethic. All business entails risk as well as massive and consistent effort and action. If you’re not willing to accept that, please DO NOT PARTICIPATE.







© 2022 Mindshare Collaborative. All rights reserved. PRIVACY POLICY TERMS AND CONDITIONS. DEI – Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion





































































































































































































Working...














